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In brief 

The European Commission has proposed a detailed COVID-19 Recovery Plan which includes more 
taxes going directly to the European Union. In the short term, the European Union will borrow to finance 
Member State investment in what is effectively the multi-annual financial framework (MFF) for 2021-
2027. The f ramework will be discussed in the coming months and, if approved, put in place this year. 
There would be some knock-on effects on work previously planned for 2020 (as discussed in our earlier 
Bulletin of 7 May 2020), including a number of tax proposals. This Bulletin focuses on 

• the fairly immediate introduction of ‘green’ levies: an EU-wide emissions trading levy, non-recycled 
plastic packaging waste charge and a carbon border adjustment mechanism; 

• a EU single market tax on the 70,000 large companies with revenues over EUR 750m; 

• a digital tax in the event of the OECD-led digitalisation/ globalisation project not producing a suitable 
consensus among the near 140 members of the Inclusive Framework; 

• the delivery of planned 2020 projects, including an “Action Plan to fight tax evasion and to make 
taxation simple and easy” and a plan on “Business Taxation for the 21st century.“ 

 
In detail 
COVID-19 recovery fund and structuring repayments 
The European Council endorsed crisis funding to provide a safety net for workers, businesses and 
Member State governments of EUR 540bn on April 23, 2020. The European Commission has now 
proposed an emergency European recovery instrument, ‘Next Generation EU,’ amounting to a further 
EUR 750bn. This will temporarily increase the EU budget for measures intended “to protect livelihoods, 
get the economy back on its feet and foster sustainable and resilient growth,” according to a 27 May, 
2020 Commission communication, The EU budget powering the recovery plan for Europe. 

 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/tax/newsletters/tax-policy-bulletin/assets/pwc-ec-reviewed-work-program-for-impact-of-covid19-and-taxes.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:4524c01c-a0e6-11ea-9d2d-01aa75ed71a1.0003.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
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As to how the money should be spent, the EC argues in a separate communication, Europe's moment: Repair and 
Prepare for the Next Generation, that the EU’s recovery plan must “guide and build a more sustainable, resilient and fairer 
Europe for the next generation.” Apart from the twin-themed challenges of the green and digital transitions, already a 
focus of the 2020 work plans, the Commission identifies strengthening a number of programmes in the EU budget, 
including the Single Market Programme and programmes supporting cooperation on tax and customs. It also 
recommends three new pillars of spending to: 

1. support Member States for investment and reforms to address the crisis; 

2. kick-start the EU economy by incentivising private investment, and 

3. learn the lessons of the crisis, being better prepared in areas such as health, procurement and humanitarianism. 

These Communications refer to the revised constituents of the budget or Multiannual Financial Framework for 2021-2027. 
The Commission is proposing a number of new so-called ‘own resources’ - amounts accruing directly to the EU rather 
than through Member State contributions - including new taxes. The funds raised will ultimately need to be fully recouped 
- but not before 2028 and not after 2058. 

New ‘green’ levies 
A revised emissions trading system could deliver money directly to the EU budget, as discussed at the European Council 
in February 2020, i.e., any revenue generated by the EU emissions trading system above the average annual revenue per 
Member State generated by allowances auctioned over the period 2016-2018. This might include possible extension to 
the maritime and aviation sectors. The Commission estimates this could generate revenues for the EU budget of about 
EUR 10bn per year, depending on the evolution of the carbon price.  

At the same time, the Commission suggests it will be important to ensure that EU companies compete with non-EU 
companies on a level playing field. A carbon border adjustment mechanism would help to prevent carbon leakage, which 
undermines EU efforts to transition towards a carbon-neutral society. The Commission estimates this could raise 
additional revenues ranging from about EUR 5bn to EUR 14bn per year, depending on the scope and design. Whether 
such a mechanism would be compatible with WTO rules is uncertain. 

A national contribution calculated on the weight of non-recycled plastic packaging waste was first suggested by the 
Commission in 2018. This was partly to fill the gap left by the UK’s impending exit. The estimates then were that if EU 
governments paid 80 cents per kilogram of non-recycled plastic packaging waste this could total EUR 7bn per year to the 
budget. No figures appear to have been quoted in the latest proposals. 

Single market tax 
Depending on the design, around EUR 10bn per year could be raised from the largest companies operating in the EU, the 
Commission suggests. There is very little detail about the proposal other than that it could be structured as: 

• a lump sum 

• a fee proportional to firms’ size, or  

• a portion of a tax on profits.  
A Commission spokeswoman is quoted as referring to the fact that ten billion euros is less than 0.2% of the turnover 
generated by the EU operations of large companies. There are about 70,000 companies with turnover above EUR 750m 
in the EU, one of the constituent elements of the determination of a ‘large’ company for many EU purposes. 

Digital tax 
A new digital tax could “build on OECD work on corporate taxation of a significant digital presence,” the Commission 
states, if no global agreement is reached. The Commission has indicated that it actively supports the discussions led by 
the OECD and the G20 but stands ready to act. The Commission estimates that a digital tax - the format of which is 
currently unclear - applied to companies with a turnover above EUR 750m could generate up to EUR 1.3bn per year for 
the EU budget. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-europe-moment-repair-prepare-next-generation.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-europe-moment-repair-prepare-next-generation.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/642815/EPRS_BRI(2020)642815_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/642815/EPRS_BRI(2020)642815_EN.pdf
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The US has suggested a temporary pause on the Pillar 1 profit reallocation rules in order to focus on COVID-19 
responses, which might affect the timeline for reaching any multilateral solution. The prospect of a lack of agreement by 
the end of  2020 increases the likelihood of an EU-wide digital tax in the near future. 

2020 Work Programme and ongoing projects 
In an earlier Bulletin, we discussed the impact of COVID-19 on the Commission’s ongoing and planned work in a number 
of  areas. The Commission has now published a [further] adjusted Work Programme for 2020 setting later target dates in 
certain cases though there has been progress on other projects (as well as by the Parliament and the ECOFIN Council).  

With respect to the policy objective for effective taxation, the portion of this objective which covers “Business Taxation for 
the 21st century” has been pushed back from Q2 to Q4. More will also be done now in Q3 rather than Q2 on the “Action 
Plan to f ight tax evasion and to make taxation simple and easy” - the impact assessment is well advanced but more time 
is needed for the non-legislative work on tax good governance (in the EU and beyond) and revision of the Directive on 
automatic exchange of tax information (DAC).  

• In terms of ongoing governance reviews, note that Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are expected to 
approve the set-up of a permanent subcommittee on taxation issues. This subcommittee will assist the Committee on 
Economic and Monetary Affairs, conducting hearing and issuing non-binding reports on tax-related matters, notably tax 
f raud, tax evasion, tax avoidance, and financial transparency for taxation purposes. As the Parliament will be in recess 
until 31 August, the new subcommittee will in the meantime only be able to hold a constitutive meeting. 

• According to its Report to the European Council on tax issues of 17 June, ECOFIN has invited the Commission to 
address the most urgent issues on DAC as a priority, and, for that purpose consider phasing in the legislative 
proposals in order to facilitate legislative progress. Challenges arising from the gig/sharing digital platform economy 
could result in a fairly immediate amending Directive (DAC 7). The Permanent Representatives Committee on 3 June 
2020 also authorized the use of the ‘emergency’ written procedure for adoption of a draft Directive extending the 
deadline for complying with obligations under DAC2 (financial information) and DAC6 (cross-border arrangements) 
while ensuring the eventual exchange of all reportable information - the periods to which the reportable information 
pertains will not change.  

There is a proposal to postpone application of the VAT e-commerce package, while work on the Customs Union Package 
has slipped: The Action Plan on the Customs Union has been deferred to Q3 of 2020, and the Proposal on a Customs 
Single Window has been deferred to Q4 of 2020. 
The Commission’s policy objective on financing has been adjusted to include a short delay on non-financial information 
(NFI) reporting. Consultation ended on 11 June - see our response here -  but the technical and governance mandates for 
European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG) to debate the results are still in progress. As part of the overall 
aims of the green deal and sustainable investment, a Directive or Regulation may now slip into Q1 of 2021. 

The takeaway 
The Commission's plans need to be approved unanimously by all 27 EU Member States. Some appear to be questioning 
the size of  the recovery fund and the need to introduce new sources of own funding for the EU. Potentially affected 
taxpayers should closely follow progress on the tax elements of these proposals and the knock-on effects on other tax 
work under the incoming German Presidency (from 1 July). 

 

 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/tax/newsletters/tax-policy-bulletin/assets/pwc-ec-reviewed-work-program-for-impact-of-covid19-and-taxes.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar%3Af1ebd6bf-a0d3-11ea-9d2d-01aa75ed71a1.0006.02/DOC_2&format=PDF
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-8891-2020-INIT/en/pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/about/assets/pwc-response-ec-consultation-revision-non-financial-info-directive.pdf
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